
Covid-19: FDA expert panel recommends authorising molnupiravir
but also voices concerns
Owen Dyer

An advisory panel of experts has voted by 13 to 10 to
recommend that the US Food and Drug
Administration should grant an emergency
authorisation to Merck’s molnupiravir (Lagevrio), an
antiviral for the outpatient treatment of covid-19. If
the regulator follows the recommendation
molnupiravir could be authorised within days.

The FDA has generally followed its panels’
recommendations in the past, but the vote on
molnupiravir was unusual for its narrow margin and
the many reservations expressed by panellists who
voted to recommend thedrug. Theninehourmeeting
was broadcast live on YouTube.1

Molnupiravir was billed in press releases by Merck
as having reduced hospital admissions by 50% in a
phase III trial. Thatwas the benefit cited by regulators
in the UK, the first country to authorise the drug’s
use last month.2 But the data presented to the FDA
panel showed only a 30% reduction in admissions,
a change that several panellists said was poorly
explained.

The US has already authorised three monoclonal
antibody cocktails,whichhave shownefficacy above
60% in preventing admission, and the FDA does not
generally approve drugs that are less efficacious than
those already in use.

However, these treatments are expensive and in
limited supply and must be given by infusion in a
healthcare setting. Regeneron, maker of the most
used monoclonal, REGEN-COV, said this week that
early testing suggested that its efficacy was reduced
against the omicronvariant.3 Molnupiravir is a course
of pills that can be taken at home and costs one third
of the price of REGEN-COV. Merck plans to
manufacture 10 million courses by the end of 2021, a
factor that weighed heavily on panellists’ minds with
a winter surge looming. The US has pre-ordered 3.1
million courses.

Several panellists who voted to recommend
molnupiravir added qualifications and caveats or
described it as a stopgap measure. An FDA panel is
expected to consider an application for another new
covid antiviral, Pfizer’s Paxlovid, by the end of
December. Pfizer has claimed that it is 89% effective
in reducing hospital admission.4

New data darken outlook
Some members of the expert panel on molnupiravir
expressed frustration at the quality of the data before
them. In a briefing document they described an
efficacy of 52% in preventing admission, based on
interim analysis of 775 patients in the phase III trial.5
But a lastminute addendum from theFDAnoted that
on 22 November “the Agency became aware of the

topline safety and efficacy results from all 1433
randomised participants.”6 The full data showed
more hospital admissions among patients taking
molnupiravir (6.2%) than among those taking a
placebo (4.7%)7 and led Merck to revise the benefit
of preventing admission downwards to 30%.8

The interim results showed eight deaths in the
placebo group and none in the molnupiravir group,
but thepost-interim results showedonedeath in each
group. The trial stopped enrolment early after posting
strong interim results.

When questioned why the trial’s later participants
showed such different outcomes than those in the
interimanalysis, a physician representingMerck told
the panellists that the later group contained older
patients, were more likely to be female and recruited
from Europe, and more likely to carry the delta
variant. But, he said, the drop in efficacy at the end
of the trial “doesn’t really add up to us.”

Genetic danger
Molnupiravir attacks the coronavirus by triggering
an accumulation of errors in the viral genome, and
there have been concerns that it might alter human
genes. But the panellists were shown data from
animal studies that suggested low risk to adult
humans at therapeutic doses. The drug will not be
authorised in anyone who is pregnant or lactating,
and its paediatric future is not clear.

Panellists were far less reassured about the drug’s
impact on coronavirus genes. While its mutagenic
effect is designed to stop the virus replicating,
mutations that make it more infective or vaccine
resistant are also possible. In molnupiravir’s phase
II trial, 72 structural nucleotide changes to the spike
protein were found in the treatment arm, compared
with nine in the placebo arm.

Several of these changes were similar to those seen
in major variants including delta, FDA researchers
told the panel. But they stopped short of concluding
that molnupiravir would increase the risk of new
variants, noting that the coronavirus spike protein
was already mutating in nature.

JamesHildreth, president ofMeharryMedical College
in Tennessee, who ultimately voted no, said that
Merck should do more to quantify the risk. “Even if
the probability is very low, 1 in 10 000 or 100 000,
that this drug would induce an escape mutant which
the vaccines we have do not cover, that would be
catastrophic for the whole world,” he said.
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